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VALUABLE FEATURES
There are several valuable features for us, among them are speed, savings of storage space, and the ease of setup and
management.
IMPROVEMENTS TO MY ORGANIZATION
Using VMstore, we no longer need a dedicated storage engineer, saving us costs from a human resources perspective. There's
also very little setup required for new Tintri units. And once set up, management can be done by anyone.
ROOM FOR IMPROVEMENT
It would be very helpful if it had scheduled time-to-full trend reporting because management always wants to know how much
time is left on storage.
USE OF SOLUTION
I've been using it for 11 months.
DEPLOYMENT ISSUES
We've had no deployment issues at all. It's the simplest storage installation we've ever seen.
STABILITY ISSUES
We encountered no issues with stability.
SCALABILITY ISSUES
It's scalability is great. Because it’s node-based, if you need more space, you just add a node.
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CUSTOMER SERVICE AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT
Customer Service: Customer support is excellent. They're very responsive. Technical Support: Technical support is top-notch. We
dealt with Steve Phillips, and he's been great.
PREVIOUS SOLUTIONS
Tintri replaced an EMC VNX 5700. Cost, performance, and ease of management were the primary reasons for the replacement.
INITIAL SETUP
The initial setup was very straightforward. We gave VMstore the addresses, told it where the vSphere vCenter was, and it literally
did the rest. It took us about 30 minutes, including racking the unit.
IMPLEMENTATION TEAM
Steve Phillips from Tintri came in person to show us how to set up the unit. His expertise is complete.
PRICING, SETUP COST AND LICENSING
Pricing is much less expensive than anything of similar size/performance that we looked at (Pure, Tegile, upgraded VNX). The
licensing is quite simple, especially when we made the purchase. It was all-inclusive then, and now they have more products that
can be licensed.
OTHER SOLUTIONS CONSIDERED
We looked at Pure Storage and Tegile, and considered upgrading the existing VNX 5700.
OTHER ADVICE
Install a POC unit and put test machines on it. That is the best way to see what it can do, and it is *very easy* to install/remove. Fig
1: Typical Monday morning in the primary datacenter on Tintri T-850. The space savings (x1.9) means that we are getting nearly
twice as much value out of the Tintri than standard storage. Fig 2: IO changes between Sunday and Monday performance not
changed by the increase in IOPS:
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